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Why Machine Learning?             
Optimization vs. Knowledge Reuse

• Example: cell placement

•Given netlist and cell library

• Find cell locations

•No cell overlap

•Wirelength is minimized
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What Can We Do? Prediction
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Machine Learning for Fast Functional 
Verification Coverage
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Phase I:

• Random test generation

• ML model is trained

Phase II:

• ML model is applied for test pruning

• ML model continues to be trained

Pruning

• ML predicts if a 

stimulus 𝜓 will cover an 

unverified point 

• Simulate 𝜓 only if the 

answer is yes



Machine Learning Model Setup

Features

• Seed

• #transactions

• Core selection

• $type

• Request type

• …

Labels

• Address X req type in bins

• Snoop request

• $protocol transitions

• $hit on each address

• …
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5) Find a shortest path ⇡ from ssour ce to st ar get on the
TA-predicted graph using the Dijkstra’s algorithm.

6) Simulate the sequence of transactions correspond-
ing to ⇡ .

In the example of Figure 4.4, the design is in INIT state.
To reach the source node { S, I , S, I } of the undecided edge,
i.e., the source of the directed edge to be visited, there are
two possible paths. If weights are assigned as shown, based
on the prediction confidenceof the model, the recommended
path with the lowest sum of weights is path-1 with a total
of 2.4 against 2.6 for path-2. Contrarily, assigning the same
weight (0) to all coverage holes will result in path-2 as the
recommended path with two unvisited edges.

For most instances, due to the multi-core system, the
model learns the behavior from per core activity & incoming
transaction attribute values and predicts the next state with
high confidence. For example, the model learns the behavior
from a sequence of read-write-read transactions on core 0
and if a similar stimulus pattern is seen on core 1, it can
predict the design response correctly, provided the initial
state of the design are the same.

4.2.2. Non-FSM event coverage. In certain designs without
FSM, it is of interest to verify the DUT for some interesting
events like a buffer full or cache hit. The occurrence of such
eventsoften depends on asequence of transactionssimulated
in a specific order. It is very difficult, if not impossible, for
test-level constraints or knobs to deterministically generate
such ordered sequences. Therefore, we suggest making use
of machine learning for transaction-level control on such
sequences. As the coverage metric is non-FSM, there are no
circuit states for tracking the history dependence in trans-
actions. Hence, history dependence needs to be explicitly
captured by the ML model. We adopt a recurrent neural
network (RNN) model, where the outputs are fed back to
the network input. The relationship between RNN and DNN
is similar to that between sequential logic and combinational
logic. RNN is effective for handling time series and history
dependence, where the transactions later in the sequence
would have a higher impact on the prediction. In particular,
we will adopt LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) [4], which
is the state-of-the-art RNN technique. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.5, the input features for RNN model are the attributes
of an ordered sequence of w transactions and the output
label corresponds to the prediction whether the event of
interest is observed or not. The value of w controls the
depth of simulated transaction history considered for making
coverage prediction on the intended metric.

Figure 4.5. ML setup for Non-FSM type metric

Same as the other methods introduced so far, the ver-
ification flow is composed of two phases, where random

simulations are performed in phase 1 and ML training is
performed at its end. In phase 2, we perform coverage
closure based on prediction carried out by the trained model.

In online transaction pruning, the next transaction to
be simulated along with (w − 1) already simulated trans-
actions in a test are examined by the RNN model. If the
model predicts that they will trigger an event that has been
covered, then the transaction is pruned out without being
simulated. For any unknown or uncovered event, simulation
is performed. If no single new transaction addition will
improve event coverage according to the ML model, two
new transactions are fetched from sequence generator and
coverage prediction is performed on them plus (w− 2) latest
simulated transactions. New transactions are fetched from
sequence generation unit one at a time until the prediction
does not show redundant coverage.

In offlinedirected sequence generation, the software tool
generates input feature corresponding to all w transactions
randomly and loads into the ML model for coverage predic-
tion, instead of the sequence generator in the testbench. If
the coverage prediction results in an unknown or uncovered
event, the set of feature values are translated to create
a sequence of w transactions for simulation. Please note
multiple different permutations of the same w transactions
are individually evaluated by the ML model. In online
pruning, by contrast, only one permutation can be evaluated
by the ML model as the first w− 1 transactions have already
been simulated. Due to this difference, our offline method
can examine more varieties of transaction sequences before
simulation and potentially identify a sequence with greater
improvement on verification coverage.

5. Exper iment Setup

Figure 5.1. DUT-Cache Coherency Design

The RTL design used in this study is a Quad-Core
Cache design (Figure 5.1), where the DUT is comprised
of four L1 caches private to each core, a shared L2 cache,
System Bus, Arbiter, and Memory. Each cache module is



Transaction-Level Stimulus Optimization

Finer-grained control than test-level optimization
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Offline Sequence Generation for FSM

•Coverage metric: state transitions

•ML model: given current state and transaction attribute, 

predict the next state

• Phase 1: random simulation while ML model is trained

• Phase 2: generate transaction sequences leading to new 

transitions
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Sequence Generation by Graph
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FSM Transaction Optimization Results
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Coverage Metric: MESI state transitions – 143 bins 

Deep Neural Network (DNN)

48% reduction in simulation cycles
Random Forest Classifier (RF)

55% reduction in simulation cycles



FSM Verification Time
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ML engine: random forest 

Verification time reduction



Non-FSM Event Coverage

• Events: buffer full, cache hit, etc.

• Almost impossible to deterministically cover events through 

test-level optimization

• Event coverage depends on transaction history
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History Effect

4-way associative. The DUT implements functional aspects
of MESI-cache coherency protocol and pseudo-LRU re-
placement policy. The testbench is fully UVM compliant
with four drivers, one corresponding to each core and a
scoreboard unit to verify the functional correctness of the
design. The simulations are performed using the Cadence
Incisive environment.

All the optimization frameworks are developed in
Python; the libraries like Keras [11] and Scikit-Learn [12]
are used to implement the four different ML models: DNN
(Deep Neural Network), RF (Random Forest) [13], SVM
(Support Vector Machine) and LSTM (Long Short Term
Memory) [4], which is the state-of-the-art RNN technique.

5.1. Setup for Test-Level Optimization

A random test template in the testbench has 24 test-
constraints (integers) like core select, request type, access
type, fix address (bit), sequential/parallel (bit), and likewise.
These are translated to 24 input features for the ML model.
For coverage prediction, 8 coverage metrics in the design
are considered with a total of 1738 bins, and each bin cor-
responds to an ML output label to predict. A few coverage
metrics such as core X request type, core X snoop, address
X request types, are simple and have a strong correlation
with certain test constraints. For some other metrics like
combined snoop request, only weak correlation with certain
test constraints can be found. For complex coverage metrics
like MESI (FSM) transition and cache-hit X Address X core,
almost no such correlation exists and it is nearly impossible
to deterministically reach such coverage by manipulating
test-constraints.

Each coverage metric has a separate instance of ML
model for the prediction, as the coverage for any two differ-
ent metrics is mutually exclusive. First, we pick a coverage
metric and utilize limited training data to determine the best
ML model architecture and hyper-parameter configuration
for the coverage prediction. The model isfine-tuned until the
most reduced classification error is obtained. Then, for each
of theremaining metrics, aproportionate structure iscreated.
For example, the depth of the DNN structure is decided
based on the ratio of output labels to input features (3 or
4 hidden layers), with the number of neurons in the middle
hidden layers about twice the output labels. Each layer
is followed by 20% dropout and activated with “ReLU”,
except for the last layer activated with “sigmoid” function.
For RF, the depth of the decision trees and the forest size
are kept proportionate to the number of the output labels.
The ternary classification is applied to classify for decided-
covered (1), decided-uncovered (0) or undecided bin. The
values ↵=0.9 and β=0.1 were determined via experiments.
We also implemented binary classification, which is equiv-
alent to ↵ = β = 0.5.

During volume regressions, new random tests are simu-
lated (in batches of 10 tests) and the ML model is trained in
the background using the collective data from all simulated
tests until the training error fall below γ = 10%. In our case,
the initial training goal is attained after training the model

with data with first 50 random tests. In phase 2, the ML
model is additionally trained after every 10 new simulated
tests.

5.2. Setup for Transaction-Level Optimization

We evaluated transaction-level optimization on the two
convoluted coverage metrics of the DUT, which sit farther
from test-constraints and failed to show accelerated coverage
convergence using the above test pruning method in Section
6. A typical transaction in our testbench has 4 attributes
“core, request type, address, and data” that can be random-
ized. The existing scoreboard logic is modified to capture
the FSM and non-FSM based per transaction coverage.

The first transaction-level optimization to be tested is
for FSM transition coverage metric: MESI design state-
transitions. In this design, cache coherency is implemented
using MESI protocol, i.e., a particular line in each L1 cache
should be either in Modified, Exclusive, Shared or Invalid
state. Overall the design MESI state is defined as combined
MESI state for the corresponding cache line in all of the
four cores, e.g., { I , M , I , I } represents that the cache line
in core 1 is in Modified state and Invalid for other cores.
The coverage metric consists of a total of 143 valid state
transitions. The design states are represented by 16 binary
labels, 4 for each core. Hence, there are 19 input features
(transaction dataattributenot included) to theML model and
16 binary output labels to classify. In phase 1, random tests
are simulated until the training classification error is below
10%. In phase 2, coverage closure using online transaction
pruning requires transaction attributes to be randomized in a
cyclic random fashion to minimize redundant state transition
predictions.

Figure 5.2. Classification error with varying transaction window size (w)
for LSTM model and RF classifier.

For transaction-level optimization on non-FSM event
coverage, the event of interest is L1 cache hits on each
address bin for each core. Such event occurrence depends on
the last access of the same address and type of transactions
simulated in the past. The cache hit coverage metric consists
of a total of 768 bins. The RNN model is generated by form-
ing a connected network of the LSTM (Long Short-Term
Memory) units. The input attributes for feature extraction to
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Model error



Non-FSM Event Coverage Results

13Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)  61% reduction in simulation cycles

Coverage Metric: cache hit on every address – 768 bins 



Non-FSM Verification Time
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Verification time reduction



Pre-routing Timing Prediction
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Placement

Physical 

Optimization

Routing

Gate sizing

Vt assignment

Buffer insertion

Logic reconstructuring

…

Capture routing effect before routing



Existing Timing Prediction Techniques

• Trial routing

• Too slow

• Empirical analytical formula 

• Inaccurate and pessimistic
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Machine Learning Driver-Sink Delay Model

• Features

• Driver output cap

• Target sink cap

• Total sink cap

• Driver-sink distance

• Input slew

• Context sink locations

• Output labels

• Driver-sink delay

• Slew at target sink

• Post-routing timing analysis
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Driver

Target sink

Context sink

Context sink



Sink Prediction Accuracy on ITC99 Circuits
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Delay Error Distribution
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Path Slack Prediction Results
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Commercial Tool Random Forest



Total Negative Slack Results
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21Random forest prediction is 30X faster than routing + timing analysis



Early Routability Prediction

• Routability: post-routing design 

rule violations

• Early prediction at placement 

stage

• Analytical techniques

• Very fast

• Not enough fidelity

• Trial routing

• Acceptable fidelity

• Not fast enough
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Problem Formulations 

•Predicting overall number of design rule violations 

(#DRV)

•Given two placement solutions, tell which is more 

routable with high fidelity 

•DRV hotspot detection

•Given a relatively routable placement solution, pinpoint 

DRV hotspots such that mitigation measures are well 

targeted
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Convolutional Neural Network for #DRV 
Prediction

•Given a cell placement, 

classify it among four 

routability levels, c0, c1, c2, c3

• c0 has the least #DRVsConvolutional (CONV), Pooling (POOL) and

Fully Connected (FC) layers

Widely used in image classification
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An Important Feature

• RUDY (Rectangular Uniform wire DensitY) (P. Spinder et al. DATE07)

• RUDY at a point is superposition of RUDYs of multiple nets
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A net

w

h

RUDY =
𝑤+ℎ

𝑤∙ℎ



Feature Illustration

Red: macro region

Green: global long-range RUDY

Blue: global RUDY pins

(1) Pin density, (2) macro,

(3) long-range RUDY, (4) RUDY pins



Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) for 
Hotspot Detection 

Semantic segmentation:

FCN output is another image 

instead of classification

Image from Jonathan Long, Evan Shelhamer, and Trevor Darrell. 2017. Fully Convolutional Networks for Semantic Segmentation. (TPAMI)
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Experiment Setup

• Five designs from ISPD 2015 placement contest

• ~300 different placements by placing macros in different ways

• Placement, routing and DRC are done by Cadence tool

•When a circuit is tested, the model trained with the other circuits

• SVM and Logistic Regression (LR) methods for comparison
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#DRV Prediction Fidelity

•How recognize placement 

with the least #DRV (𝑐0)

• The best rank among the 10 

least #DRV solutions
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Our method

TR: Trial Routing

GR: Global Routing



#DRV Prediction Error and Runtime 

• Y: gap between the ‘best in 

10’ and the actually 1st-

ranked placement with least 

#DRV 

• X: inference time

•w_train: plus training time
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DRV Hotspot Detection Evaluation

• Same decision threshold is used for all designs

• Slight different FPR, but all under 1%

• RouteNet is superior to all methods and improves global routing accuracy by 50% 

TPR (True Positive Rate)

FPR (False Positive Rate)
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DRC Hotspot Detection Demonstration
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Conclusions and Outlook

•Machine learning provides huge potential for 

improving existing chip design and verification

•Now is the beginning of new era

•Collaboration between academia and industry is 

more needed than ever
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Test-Level Results: Group A
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Figure 6.1. Functional coverage closure for two groups with test-level optimization. Plot on the left shows coverage closure compressed towards left for
cover-group A, while plot on right shows no significant left compression for cover-group B.

Figure 6.2. FSM transition coverage through DNN classifier.

Figure 6.3. FSM transition coverage through random forest classifier.

are shown in Figure 6.4. The overall training and prediction
time are much smaller than the simulation time. The results
show reductions in total CPU time of about 57% and 69%
with transaction pruning and directed sequence generation,
respectively.

Figure 6.5 shows the results achieved by applying
LSTM-based non-FSM type transaction-level optimization
for the cache hit (event) coverage, also the part of cover-
group B. The random regression and test-level optimization
take approximately the same number of simulation cycles

Figure 6.4. CPU runtime for random forest-based technique on FSM
transition overage.

Figure 6.5. Non-FSM event coverage through LSTM classifier.

to reach 100% coverage. The LSTM model training error
dropped below 10% when total coverage was 60%. The
remaining 40% coverage was achieved with transaction
pruning and directed sequence generation, which resulted
in a reduction of 55% and 61% of simulation cycles, re-
spectively, compared to random regression.

Figure 6.6 shows the total CPU runtime and its break-
down for evaluating the LSTM-based transaction-level op-
timization on non-FSM event coverage. Again, the LSTM
training and prediction time are much less than simulation

Covergroup A: coverage metrics correlate with test knobs
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Test-Level Results: Group B
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Covergroup B: coverage metrics do not correlate with test knobs
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